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Abstract. There is a growing demand for efficiently finding the latest
scientific information including new theories, state-of-the-art techniques,
and recently released resources. Computer understanding of scientific
papers is one of the key techniques to assist researchers in such infor-
mation access. However, current datasets of scientific papers are not
always suitable for deeper content analysis. In this paper, we present
a new dataset specifically designed for semantic analysis using natural
language processing techniques. Our dataset contains 6,144,852 sentences
from 38,864 papers from the ACL Anthology4 , a comprehensive scien-
tific paper repository on computational linguistics and natural language
processing. The corpus allows us to seamlessly combine different levels of
features such as layout, logical, and semantic structures. We provide the
outline of the PDF analysis pipeline used in the corpus generation as well
as the performance evaluation. We also introduce several supplementary
resources that will be useful for further analysis of the corpus.

Keywords: scientific paper corpus · PDF structure analysis · natural
language sentence extraction.

1 Introduction

Recently, an increasing number of scholarly papers have been published and re-
searchers need to access appropriate literature immediately to learn the latest
critical scientific findings. Accordingly, information retrieval and reading assis-
tance for scientific papers have become urgent issues. To tackle these problems,
previous work focused on natural language processing (NLP) technologies such as
keyword extraction, information extraction, and text summarization. However,
regardless of the global movement towards XML publishing, most scientific pa-
pers are still disseminated in the portable document format (PDF), which is
not suitable for computer processing. Hence, researchers are forced to spend sig-
nificant time to convert PDF files into a more machine-friendly format such as
XML.

⋆ Supported by National Institute of Informatics and JST Crest JPMJCR1513.
4 http://aclanthology.info/, https://aclanthology.coli.uni-saarland.de/
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In this paper, we present a new ACL Anthology corpus for deeper analysis of
scientific papers. The corpus is constructed using PDFNLT, our on-going project
to develop a PDF analysis tool suitable for NLP. Our corpus has three features
distinguishing it from existing scientific paper corpora. First, the output is a
collection of natural language sentences rather than texts directly extracted from
PDF files. Second, non-textual elements in a sentence, such as citation marks
and inline math formulae, are substituted for uniquely identifiable tokens. Third,
it can maintain a mapping between the space-separated words in the layout
structure and the tokenized units obtained by an NLP tool. This enables us to
easily unify the features of different levels for further analysis.

In the following sections, we first present a brief summary of the corpus gener-
ation process (Section 2) and then report basic statistics of the constructed ACL
Anthology corpus (Section 3). Next, we introduce several additional resources
that can be used in subsequent NLP analysis (Section 4). Finally, we give exam-
ples of related work (Section 5) and conclude the paper with a summary and a
mention of future work (Section 6).

2 Pipeline of the Corpus Construction

2.1 Overview

Scientific papers consist of segments of different types such as figures, tables,
natural language descriptions, mathematical formulae, and bibliographic items.
Also, different levels of structures are inseparably embedded in these papers:
first, layout structure that includes coordinates of the components and display
options such as typefaces; second, logical structure that defines the mapping
between each component and the document structure such as meta-data and
sections; third, semantic structure that represents semantic interpretation of the
components associated with external knowledge often represented as a knowledge
graph. Untangling and seamlessly combining such different levels of information
is a hard yet important challenge towards comprehensive analysis of scientific
papers.

2.2 Layout analysis

Scientific papers formatted in PDF are converted into XHTML files. First, fig-
ures and tables are extracted with an open-source software tool, pdffigures5 [4].
Next, using pdftotext, which is included in Poppler6, words and their physical
coordinates on a page are extracted. In order to simultaneously extract font
properties, a patch is applied to Poppler. Then, on the basis of the vertical and
horizontal alignments of words, words are arranged to form text lines.

5 http://pdffigures.allenai.org
6 https://poppler.freedesktop.org
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2.3 Logical structure analysis

The output from the layout analysis is represented as text lines containing in-
formation about (1) word attributes such as word notations, coordinates in the
paper, typeface and font size, and (2) geometric attributes of lines such as po-
sition in the page, width, gap from the previous line, indentation and hanging.
With these used as features, the most appropriate label for each text line is
selected using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [6] based classifier. The label
set specifies major components of scientific papers such as‘ abstract,’‘ section
label, ’‘ math formula, ’or‘ reference. ’Then, adjacent text lines with the
same labels are merged into a single block.

Each block is categorized as one of three element types: header- element,
floating-element, and text-element. Header-elements include abstract header,
section titles and reference header. Floating-elements include footnotes, fig-
ures, tables, or captions. Text-elements are contents of sections. For text-elements,
distant blocks with page/column breaks are connected to each other. In our
current implementation, our CRF is trained using 147 papers from the ACL
Anthology .

After serializing body-text blocks in reading order, the logical structure of
the sections in the document is determined on the basis of the section labels.
Finally, an initial XHTML file is generated with both layout and logical struc-
ture tags. By specifying options, non-textual blocks such as tables, figures and
independent-line mathematical formulae can also be output as images.

2.4 Sentence extraction

For texts in body-text blocks, dehyphenation and sentence splitting are applied.
Each extracted sentence is given a unique ID number. Also, for each sentence,
non-textual elements are substituted with uniquely identifiable tokens so that
they do not deteriorate subsequent syntax parsing. These non-textual elements
include independent and inline mathematical expressions and citation marks that
refer to tables, figures, and bibliographies. For math formulae and bibliographic
items, mapping tables between the non-textual elements’ IDs and their strings
are stored in a separate file. Finally, all sentence IDs, non-textual elements’ IDs,
and citation IDs are embedded into the output XHTML files.

3 A New ACL Anthology Corpus

3.1 Statistics as of September 2018

We crawled 44,481 PDF files from the ACL Anthology, and first converted all the
files into XHTML format using our analysis tool. In total, 1,174,419 math formu-
lae, 250,082 tables and figures, and 768,290 references were extracted. Then, we
selected papers that had both abstract and references blocks. After the filtering,
we obtained 38,864 papers with a total of 6,144,852 sentences (158.1 sentences
per paper on the average).
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3.2 Dataset quality: comparison with existing PDF analysis tools

Many PDF analysis systems dedicated to scientific papers have been developed
as PDF document analysis is almost indispensable for any research that handles
scientific papers. These existing systems process documents using pipelined mul-
tiple CRFs (or Support Vector Machines) corresponding to different block types
such as references, names, or affiliations trained with annotated documents of
larger size.

Since we used a single CRF trained with only a limited amount of training
data, the objective of the comparison is to check whether our simplified model
with a limited amount of training data still achieves a satisfactory quality level
comparable to that of other existing tools. Note that despite the disadvantage of
possible performance degeneration, the simplicity makes in-house customization
for Japanese papers easy for us.

We evaluated our modelfs performance using 30 manually annotated papers
randomly selected either from in- or out-of-domain paper collections. The out-
of-domain papers were taken from material science journals in diverse formats.
Baseline methods are GROBID [7], CERMINER [10], and OCR++ [9]. For these
existing methods, we used online conversion tools publicly available on the Web.
Once the outputs from each PDF analysis system are obtained, we first determine
the position of each text line in the manually annotated reference file. Since
non-negligible differences exist in the output formats (e.g., how citation marks
and inline math formulae are processed), we used dynamic programming-based
matching.

In our evaluation, we used (1) section titles and (2) sequential numbers of
text lines in the reference files. Tables 1 and 2 show the obtained results. Table
1 shows the recognition errors of first-level sections. Table 2 shows the errors in
text line extraction. There were a few cases where the PDF analysis failed for
the material dataset used (1 document for CERMINER and 4 documents for
OCR++). These cases were excluded in the calculation. The main reason for
the difference between Missed lines (all) and Missed lines (text-elements) is
the treatment of the abstracts. In terms of section structure and reading order
determination, our system performed comparably to state-of-the-art systems
such as GROBID [7].

4 Supplementary ACL Anthology-related Resources

4.1 Syntactic parsing and alignment

Our PDF analyzer is primarily designed for more closely connecting layout and
logical structure analysis and NLP semantic parsing. To do this, our system
maintains the mappings between the positions of word bounding-boxes and to-
kens obtained by an NLP tokenizer. Note that the mapping requires the identi-
fication of the optimal alignments of words and tokens since they can be many-
to-many in such cases as“ evalu-“ ,“ ation.”(the word is split and hyphenated
at the end of a line) and“ evaluation”,“ .” (the tokenizer inserts a space
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Table 1. Section level performance comparison

Total number Falsely recog- Missed Total number
of errors nized sections sections of sections

Results for ACL dataset

pdfanalyzer 37 10 27 212
grobid 46 25 21 212
cermine 162 30 132 212
ocr++ 68 6 62 212

Results for Material dataset

pdfanalyzer 67 28 39 149
grobid 30 13 17 149
cermine 99 13 86 149
ocr++ 114 5 109 149

Table 2. Text level performance comparison

Missed lines Missed lines Incorrect Extra text
(all) (text-elements) line order (in chars)

Results for ACL dataset (all)

PdfAnalyzer 0.0045 0.0033 0.0003 0.0366
Grobid 0.0229 0.0148 0.0005 0.1127
CERMINE 0.3161 0.3118 0.0031 0.0965
OCR++ 0.0021 0.0009 0.0005 0.5247

Results for material dataset

PdfAnalyzer 0.0938 0.0849 0.0016 0.0906
Grobid 0.0480 0.0332 0.0012 0.0544
CERMINE 0.5966 0.5282 0.0030 1.6743
OCR++ 0.4119 0.2790 0.0007 67.7244

before the punctuation mark). These tokens are further used in part-of-speech
(POS) tagging, syntactic parsing, and higher levels of semantic analysis such as
semantic role labeling, entity linking and relation extraction.

4.2 Section type classifier

We categorize first-level sections of each paper into one of eight classes: abstract,
introduction, background, method, result, discussion, method-general, and others.
In our categorization, we adopted a simple keyword-based method that is based
on a manually constructed dictionary. In addition, using our preliminary corpus
dated January 2018, we manually checked all the titles that appeared at least
ten times to enumerate all exceptional cases, such as “document summarization”
as a topic for natural language processing instead of conclusion of the paper. For
the remaining section titles that did not contain any matched keywords in the
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dictionary, we observed that most of them referred to specific method or resource
names. In our corpus, we grouped them into a single category named method-
general. Background includes related work. Others includes minor cases such as
acknowledgment or references recognized as sections.

Our corpus also contains the percentage of the occupancy areas of each sec-
tion in the PDF printing format. When the title includes keywords that belong
to two categories, we simply allocate the same occupancy ratio to both of the
categories. For example, if area(“Introduction and Related Work”)= 0.2, the
occupancy 0.1 is allocated to both the introduction and background [classes.

4.3 Citation link identification

Each item in a reference section is linked to external bibliographic databases if
a corresponding database entry is found. Our identification method is based on
(1) approximate string matching-based blocking and (2) machine-learning based
record matching [1]. For the reference bibliographic database, we used the ACL
Anthology and also the whole DBLP dump distributed in XML7. On the basis
of the linking results, we can easily extract citation contexts for each identified
bibliographic entry from the NLP sentence corpus.

4.4 Other resources

On the basis of the syntactic parsing results obtained, we extracted noun phrases
with true-casing. We also generated a list of named entities and their embeddings.

5 Related Work

In the field of scientific paper mining, PDF document analysis has long been
recognized as a tough yet indispensable pre-processing exercise. Bast et al. [3]
presented a large benchmark dataset automatically generated from latex-PDF
pairs on ArXiv.org and showed an extensive comparison of thirteen PDF analysis
tools, including GROBID. More recent tools also exist, such as Science Parse [2].
Although we haven’t considered all state-of-the-art tools in this paper, we expect
that the simple architecture will allow us to easily incorporate the outputs from
other PDF analysis tools into our system in the future when the performance
difference becomes significant.

Although the original purpose of PDF document analysis in this field was to
extract meta-data information (such as titles, authors, or references) for digital
libraries, some studies have pointed out the importance of layout-aware text
extraction. LA-PDFText [8] is capable of detecting contiguous text blocks in the
correct order and classifying them into rhetorical categories such as introduction
or discussion. OntoPDF[11] provides a tool to overlay the text mining outputs on
the original PDF files. PDFdigest [5] generates an HTML file that stores layout
information of the original PDF files.
7 https://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
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Overall, the community has more and more options for preprocessing PDF
formatted scientific papers. However, having access to a well prepared corpus in
each domain will be a critical facet for further scientific text mining research.

6 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a new dataset specifically designed for semantic
analysis for scientific papers using natural language processing techniques. In
constructing our dataset, we developed a PDF analysis tool that can seamlessly
combine different levels of structure information. Although we kept our system
as simple as possible while taking the cost for manually annotating data into
account, an evaluation we performed showed that its quality is comparable to
that of existing state-of-the-art PDF analysis tools.

The initial version of our PDF analysis tool is now available at our GitHub
repository8. The development of the tool is still in progress and we plan to
release a new package of the sentence extraction module in the near future. We
are also preparing a repository for our ACL Anthology corpus. The URL will be
announced on the PDFNLT repository when the corpus becomes available.

Finally, our NLP-centric design enables us to easily accommodate both visual
and linguistic features, for example to find associations between non-linguistic
elements and their natural language descriptions. Such enrichment is useful, for
example, for embedding-based semantic searches for images. Although our initial
PDF analyzer is still in the preliminary stage, we believe that constructing such
a corpus is useful for more advanced analysis of scientific papers.
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